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Dear Ann 
 
Re: Alerting Liver Recipient Transplant Centres of Fast Track Offers and Super 
       Urgent Registrations 
 
Further to our telephone conversations regarding the above issue I have contacted 
all the UK liver transplant centres and discussed the following proposal with a 
representative of the respective recipient transplant coordinator teams. (List of 
contacts provided on attached page, as requested). 
 
Proposal 
 
All UK liver transplant centres to be provided with two group pagers supplied by 
NHSBT, to be carried by the on call recipient transplant coordinator. This would allow 
the duty office at NHSBT to send a group message to all centres simultaneous 
alerting them that there was a fast track offer or a super urgent registration to be 
considered. It would then be up to the recipient transplant coordinator to contact the 
duty office and review the donor offer on EOS. European fast track offers and super 
urgent registrations would still have to be faxed through to a point where the 
transplant coordinator could have access to the information. 
 
Given the variances in each centres current practise with regards to informing the 
transplant coordinators and dealing with fast track offers / super urgent registrations. 
All liver transplant centres have indicated they would be willing to try this system until 
a more technological solution can be found. All have agreed that the proposed use of 
SMS texts would not wake anyone up during the night and result in missed 
opportunities. 
 
I understand that you have already discussed this with Professor Neuberger and that 
he is supportive and willing to consider this proposal. Thank you for your kind 
attention to this matter, I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Wendy Littlejohn 
Transplant Service Manager 
Institute of Liver Studies 
Kings College Hospital 
Direct line 02032994020 
Aircall 842688 
wendy.littlejohn@nhs.net 

mailto:wendy.littlejohn@nhs.net
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List of Contacts 
 
 
Mike Hope   Recipient Transplant Coordinator    Addenbrookes 
 
Moira Perrin   Recipient Transplant Coordinator        Birmingham 
 
Linda Selves   Recipient Transplant Coordinator        Royal Free 
 
Julie    Recipient Transplant Coordinator       Edinburgh 
 
Julie Jeffrey   Recipient Transplant Coordinator         Leeds 
 
Sandra  Latimer  Recipient Transplant Coordinator       Newcastle 
 
 
 
 


